The RHP

If one examines the Right Hand Path religions, it does not matter if its Jainism, Buddhism, Sikhism, Zoroastrianism, Vedanta Hinduism, Islam or Christianity or the secular mutation of such Marxism. They all share the same belief system and this is why they always connect together sympathetically and all interlock with each other. The Catholic church even has Buddha as a Catholic saint. They are the same alien psychic virus mutating to suit their environment in the place and time. And they are at constant war with the original teachings of our Gods. This is so they can eventually conquer the planet for their agenda. Which if one examines the doctrine of the RHP in all its mutations, it means the enslavement of humanity.

This is why Right Hand Path people can all claim that "God is One" because they are all following the same alien program in different forms. It's all the same to them because it is all the same. One will also find that if one examines these movements in history, the Jewish race is always at the center of them. The Jewish race says that their own "god" is a collection of reptilian human-hating extraterrestrials and they are hybrids of such and their own texts give them detailed occult instructions for taking over the planet for their masters. This is why the RHP is based on violent intolerance for the original teachings of our Gods. The enemies Torah instructs them that the original teachings of our Gods must be eliminated from humanity in order for their alien program to gain total victory and enslave the planet.

The ancient Shiva Tantras warned the schools of Vedanta in their day that the RHP infiltration into Hinduism are alien and false and the liberation they teach which is based upon physical death, the standard RHP claim, is a lie. And true liberation is the Magnum Opus or the Shiva Rupa in the east. This includes immortality, and this is done with the physical body as well by transforming it into a higher energy form with the spiritual fire or Shiva. So why do modern Hindu Gurus not discuss this? All they do is blather on endlessly with their RHP indoctrination, but where is the knowledge of the spiritual practices? It has all been removed from the population on purpose by the enemy programs. Any of them that have something always keep it to themselves. For Gurus that had real Siddhis, none of their students have anything. They never taught them anything serious so they could advance. They kept them enslaved to them and dependent upon them for control. Just keep them focused on pseudo-spirituality as the feel goodism and not on actual spiritual advancement and knowledge.
Just note that what passes for “spirituality” even in the New Age scene is just hours of nothing but mental speculation, feel good stories with no value to anything spiritual, popular psychology and indoctrination. IT’S A DISTRACTION. There is nothing of how to empower the soul and how to use ones own abilities and develop them. The Jews also have control over the New Age. They put themselves into the front and then build infrastructure around themselves to maintain control. This is to keep real spiritual knowledge out and to keep the alien agenda going.

It was not until the Joy of Satan that something real came about. This is the new wave of a rebirth in true knowledge and spirituality. Without the Joy of Satan, there would be nothing.
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